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Spider-Man Visionaries - Stan Lee 2001
John Romita is a name synonymous with the friendly neighborhood S
Spider-Man. His touch was first felt in the 1960s. His storytelling and
unique style vaulted him to front of his generation and has helped define
comic artists look for the past half-century. This collection is a showcase
of some of his best and brightest work to date, considered to be the
quintessential Spider-Man. The stories re-printed here collect milestone
moments in the development of Peter Parker and Spider-Man, the
flagship hero of the Marvel Universe.
Marvel Team-Up Masterworks Vol. 3 - Len Wein 2018-05-09
Collects Marvel Team-Up (1972) #23-30 and Giant-Size Spider-Man
#1-3. With his popularity skyrocketing, Spider-Man became comicdoms
top seller  and fans wanted more, more, more! MARVEL TEAM-UP
provided a second monthly dose of Spidey action with the added bonus of
a new heroic guest star every issue. When even that wasnt enough,
Marvel launched GIANT-SIZE SPIDER-MAN, featuring double-sized
extravaganzas! And lucky you, theyre both being collected here! The
action includes adventures with Daredevil, Shang-Chi and the Falcon;
horrific tales featuring Dracula and Brother Voodoo; and Spidey vs. the
Hulk! And while Spider-Man takes the stage in GIANT-SIZE, the Human
Torch teams up with Thor, Iron Man and the X-Men! Its all brought to
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you by some of the greatest writers and artists Spidey has ever known!
Marvel Masterworks - 2015-12-29
J. Jonah Jameson has Peter Parker pegged as Spider-Man. Dr. Faustus is
set to drive our hero insane. The Molten Man returns. The Punisher is
back in town. And that's just the warm-up for the return of the Green
Goblin, in the conclusion of Len Wein's celebrated Amazing Spider-Man
run! When the Goblin strikes, all bets are off . Spider-Man's secret
identity, the lives of Aunt May and Mary Jane, everything is on the line!
COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) 169-180, ANNUAL (1964)
11, NOVA (1976) 12, MARVEL TREASURY(1974) 14
Marvel Masterworks: The Spectacular Spider-Man - 2017-07-18
Spider-Man's not just amazing, he's spectacular - and Marvel is proud to
usher in The Spectacular Spider-Man as the Marvel Masterworks' 250th
volume! In 1976, Spidey notched his second solo series under the
direction of Gerry Conway and Sal Buscema. With his first live-action
series on the horizon, the world wanted to know just who this Peter
Parker guy was. Spectacular not only expanded opportunities for webslinging wonder, but it also provided a platform to expand upon and
explore the world of Spidey's incomparable cast - J. Jonah Jameson, Mary
Jane Watson, Flash Thompson and more! Of course, there was no
shortage of villains - including the Vulture and Morbius - or iconic guest
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stars, ranging from the White Tiger to the Inhumans! COLLECTING:
SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN (1976) 1-15
Sins Remembered - Sara "Samm" Barnes 2005
Follows the adventures of Spider-Man and Sarah, the daughter of Gwen
Stacy and the web-slinger's greatest enemy.
Amazing Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 21 - Dennis O’Neil
2019-11-13
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #213-223 and Annual #15. New
York City has always been a defining element in Spider-Man’s world, but
it’s going to drive him crazy — if it doesn’t kill him first. From an NYC
Marathon assassination plot to Peter Parker’s paper-thin apartment
walls, and from a merged Hydro-Man/Sandman menace to running into
his ex-girlfriend’s new beau, Biff Rifkin, the City That Never Sleeps just
won’t give Spidey a break! And the hits keep coming when Peter Parker
is accused of causing a prison break — and thrown in the slammer
himself! Also featuring Moon Knight, a team-up with Sub-Mariner
against the Frightful Four and the Aunt May solo “adventure” you
demanded! And it’s all topped off with an iconic Dennis O’Neil/Frank
Miller Annual pitting Spider-Man and the Punisher against Doc Ock!
Spectacular Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 3 - Bill Mantlo 2020-05-13
Collects Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #32-42, Annual (1979) #1;
Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) #13; Fantastic Four (1961) #218.
Peter Parker and Dr. Curt Connors (a.k.a. the Lizard) have always shared
a unique bond. Both men of science, but one gifted with powers while the
other was cursed. Only together can these sometimes allies, sometimes
adversaries survive the unstoppable Iguana. Then, in a two-part Annual
extravaganza, comes Doc Ock! All the while, Peter’s increasingly on
edge. The bizarre horror of the Swarm and a battle with Morbius the
Living Vampire do little to help. Then, the emergence of the Schizoid
Man pushes him over the line. And on the other side is the Spider-Lizard!
Can our mutated hero surivive? He’d better, or he won’t be able to team
up with the FF against the Frightful Four!
Amazing Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 2 - Stan Lee 2003-09-01
Collects ASM (Vol. 1) # 11-19, Annual #1. Peter Parker's chosen
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profession is a series of unrelenting tests--but through all his trials,
Spider-Man remains steadfast in his determination to use his gifts for the
benefit of all. Featuring the first appearance by the Green Goblin, and
Spidey's first meetings with Daredevil and the Hulk. Plus the Sinister
Six!
Marvel Masterworks: Marvel Team-Up Vol. 6 Hc - MARVEL COMICS.
2021-08-31
At the same time as they were making history on X-MEN, Chris
Claremont and John Byrne were pairing Spider-Man with some of the
coolest and catchiest characters in the Marvel firmament! But first, this
volume opens with one of the earliest appearances of the all-new, alldifferent X-Men revival in the very first MARVEL TEAM-UP ANNUAL, by
Bill Mantlo and Sal Buscema! Mantlo concludes his sterling run with a
two-parter drawn by Byrne, as Spidey and the Hulk square off against
Woodgod -- whose rare first appearance is also included in this volume!
And when Byrne links up with Claremont, the duo begin a white-hot run
that teams Spidey with Yellowjacket, the Wasp, the Human Torch, Iron
Fist and the Daughters of the Dragon! COLLECTING: Marvel Team-Up
(1972) 53-64, Annual (1977) 1; Marvel Premiere (1972) 31; Mighty
Marvel Calendar 1977
Mighty Marvel Masterworks - Stan Lee 2021-06-09
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #1-10, material from Amazing
Fantasy (1962) #15. The stories that built the Marvel Universe, from the
brilliant minds of legendary creators — now available in a new lineof
Mighty Marvel Masterworks! The stories that built the Marvel Universe,
from the brilliant minds of legendary creators — now available in an
accessible new format the whole family can enjoy! When young Peter
Parker gains remarkable abilities from a radioactive spider, he must step
up and try to become a hero — while also dealing with the fantastic
pressures of an everyday teenager! For with great power, there must
also come great responsibility! Enjoy these stories of spectacular webslinging adventure from Spidey’s very beginning — including the tragic
origin that started it all; the first appearances of the Daily Bugle, J. Jonah
Jameson, Doctor Octopus, the Sandman, the Vulture and Electro and
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guest-star nods from the Fantastic Four and Human Torch! Relive the
foundation of every amazing arachnid adventure that followed!
Marvel Masterworks: The Spectacular Spider-Man - 2020-05-26
Peter Parker and Dr. Curt Connors (a.k.a. the Lizard) have always shared
a unique bond. Both are men of science, but one was gifted with powers
while the other was cursed. Only together can these sometimes allies,
sometimes adversaries survive the unstoppable Iguana. Then, in a twopart Annual extravaganza, comes Doc Ock! All the while, Peter's
increasingly on edge. The bizarre horror of the Swarm and a battle with
Morbius, the Living Vampire, do little to help. Then, the emergence of
the Schizoid Man pushes him over the line. And on the other side is the
Spider-Lizard! Can our mutated hero survive? He'd better, or he won't be
able to team up with the FF against the Frightful Four! COLLECTING:
THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN (1976) 32-42 & ANNUAL (1979) 1,
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL (1964) 13 AND FANTASTIC
FOUR (1961) 218.
What If?: the Original Marvel Series Omnibus Vol. 2 - Peter B. Gillis
2021-11-30
Complete your collection of the classic series in which Marvel's best and
brightest posed the eternal question: What If? The results were actionpacked, thought-provoking and often tragic twists on the Marvel
Universe you know! How would Peter Parker's life change if Uncle Ben
or Gwen Stacy had lived...if his clone had survived...or if Aunt May was
bitten by the spider? What if Reed, Sue, Ben and Johnny never gained
their powers...or there was no Fantastic Four at all? Imagine if the Thing
and the Beast continued to mutate, Matt Murdock became an Agent of
S.H.I.E.L.D., or Captain America became President! Phoenix and Elektra
don't die...but Yellowjacket and the Invisible Girl do! Dazzler becomes
the herald of Galactus, Wolverine kills the Hulk, Iron Man is trapped in
the past, Thor meets Conan the Barbarian...and much more!
COLLECTING: What If? (1977) 23-47
Marvel Masterworks: Ghost Rider Vol. 2 - 2020-11-03
Marvel's hell-bound super hero, Ghost Rider, hits the road for a second
Marvel Masterworks! Johnny Blaze's adventures begin with the return of
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Zodiac, an organized crime gang powered by agents of hell, in a plot that
can only be foiled with the help of the super-heroic Stunt-Master! Then,
after fighting for his very soul against Satan himself, Ghost Rider fi nds
himself teamed up with the Ever-Lovin' Thing, in mortal combat against
the ever-angry Hulk and in league with the ever-courageous Champions!
And if you thought the Orb was fi nis, think again as Marvel's deadliest
eyeball returns to extract another pound of Ghost Rider fl esh! Plus: with
Karen Page having joined Ghost Rider's cast, Daredevil makes the scene
in a crossover classic drawn by John Byrne! COLLECTING: GHOST
RIDER (1973) 6-20; MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE (1974) 8; DAREDEVIL (1964)
138
Marvel Masterworks - 2006-10-25
Collects 'The Amazing Spider-Man' (Vol. 1) #68-77 and 'Marvel SuperHeroes' #14.
Mighty Marvel Masterworks: the Amazing Spider-Man Vol. 2 - Stan
Lee 2021-11-30
The stories that built the Marvel Universe, from the brilliant minds of
legendary creators -- now available in an accessible new format the
whole family can enjoy! Peter Parker has not been Spider-Man for very
long, but the threats this newly minted hero must face are mounting
quickly! Experience the debuts of Mysterio, Kraven the Hunter, the
Scorpion -- and most dastardly of all, the Green Goblin! And as if that
weren't enough, the eight-armed Doctor Octopus has returned,
determined to unmask Spidey! Plus, witness the wallcrawler's first
meetings with Daredevil and the Hulk, and the continuing development
of his love/hate friendship with the Human Torch! But when Doc Ock
recruits five villainous allies to join him in the Sinister Six, Spider-Man
will face the battle of his life! COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man (1963)
11-19, Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) 1
Peter Parker: The Spectacular Spider-Man Vol. 4 - 2018-12-04
PETER PARKER and allies TERESA PARKER and J. JONAH JAMESON
may have saved the past from the Tinkerer's nefarious scheme - but
they've returned to a future they never knew! Have their heroic
escapades destroyed the timeline or created the nightmare of an
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alternate future? A future where an even deadlier threat than the
Tinkerer has taken over... COLLECTING: PETER PARKER: THE
SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN 304-307
Essential Peter Parker, the Spectacular Spider-Man - 2007
"Spider-Man's second long-running series was second to none in action
and intrigue! Recurring rogues such as Kraven the Hunter, Electro and
Silvermane are joined by the more rarely seen likes of the Ringer,
Goldbug and Robot-Master! Plus: the first appearance of Cloak and
Daggar! Spider-Man's uneasy allies, Molten Man and Will-O'-the-Wisp!
John Jameson as the Man-Wolf! Peter Parker's graduate studies! The
Smuggler, the Beetle and Moonstone - all fated to form the
Thunderbolts! And the noxious Nitro, harbinger of today's Civil War!"-Amazon.
Mighty Marvel Masterworks: the Amazing Spider-Man Vol. 1 - Stan Lee
2021-06-22
The stories that built the Marvel Universe, from the brilliant minds of
legendary creators -- now available in an accessible new format the
whole family can enjoy! When young Peter Parker gains remarkable
abilities from a radioactive spider, he must step up and try to become a
hero -- while also dealing with the fantastic pressures of an everyday
teenager! For with great power, there must also come great
responsibility! Enjoy these stories of spectacular web-slinging adventure
from Spidey's very beginning -- including the tragic origin that started it
all; the first appearances of the Daily Bugle, J. Jonah Jameson, Doctor
Octopus, the Sandman, the Vulture and Electro; and guest-star nods from
the Fantastic Four and Human Torch! Relive the foundation of every
amazing arachnid adventure that followed! COLLECTING: Amazing
Spider-Man (1963) 1-10, material from Amazing Fantasy (1962) 15
Spectacular Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 5 - Roger Stern 2022-07-20
Collects Peter Parker, The Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #56-66 and
Spectacular Spider-Man Annual #3. Roger Stern's seminal writing run
concludes, and Bill Mantlo returns for a fan-favorite second stint! After a
run-in with the Jack O'Lantern, Spider-Man must protect Marla Madison
- noted scientist and J. Jonah Jameson's one true love - from the deadly
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Will-O'-the-Wisp! The Ringer menaces Spidey's world in a tale drawn by
John Byrne, setting up a double-sized issue featuring Stern's retelling of
Spider-Man's origin! Then, Mantlo pits Spidey against a cavalcade of his
deadliest rogues: Kraven, Electro and the Molten Man! And in one of the
most timeless tales in SPECTACULAR history, teen-runaways-turnedheroes Cloak and Dagger make their debut! Plus: An Annual that takes
Spidey to the "Dark Side of the Moon" with Man-Wolf!
Spider-Man by Roger Stern Omnibus - Roger Stern 2021-04-27
Spectacular Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 2 - Bill Mantlo 2019-06-12
Collects Peter Parker, The Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #16-31. Peter
Parkers second Spectacular serving is even greater than the first!
Things kick off with a battle against the Beetle, then Peter heads west to
cover the breakup of the Champions  but how does this lead to a clash
with Angel and Iceman? The White Tiger enters for an extended guest
role as the Lightmaster, the Enforcers and the Scorpion turn up the
tension! Then, Moon Knight helps Spidey fight the Maggia  who
retaliate in the form of the Masked Marauder! Its a multipart epic
pairing Spider-Man and Daredevil, and featuring Frank Millers very
first DD artwork! It all culminates in the seven-part saga of Carrion, the
mysterious rotting horror with hidden ties to Peter Parkers past  and a
violent desire to punish him for the death of Gwen Stacy!
Marvel Masterworks: The Spectacular Spider-Man Vol. 4 - Roger Stern
2021-09-28
Amazing Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 23 - Roger Stern 2021-11-03
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #238-251, Annual (1964) #17;
Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #85; The Official Marvel Try-Out Book
(1983). Roger Stern and John Romita Jr. earned their stripes as two of
Marvel's most legendary creators with their run on AMAZING SPIDERMAN, and they kick off this volume with the introduction of the
Hobgoblin! Who is he, and how did he quickly become one of Spidey's
most threatening villains? Then, you can't keep a bad Vulture down as
the master criminal returns in a classic two-parter! Also featuring
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confrontations with the Mad Thinker, Thunderball and Spidey's most
famous rogue: J. Jonah Jameson! Peter Parker's romantic life gets messy
when both Mary Jane and the Black Cat enter the picture! And topping it
all off, one of the most beloved Spidey stories of all time, "The Kid Who
Collects Spider-Man!"
Marvel Masterworks: Marvel Two In One Vol. 2 - Bill Mantlo
2017-09-13
Whether its heroes looking to team up or villains trying to test their
mettle, everybody loves an adventure with the ever-lovin blue-eyed
Thing! And we have no doubt youll love the adventures this volume has
in store. With Luke Cage, the Thing fights the giant monster
Braggadoom! With Iron Man, he encounters the mythical hero Prester
John! With the Golem, Son of Satan and the Scarecrow, murderous
demons are conjured! With Morbius, its the return of the Living Eraser;
with Ka-Zar, he lays a knuckle sandwich on a T. rex; with Spider-Man,
its a MTIO/MTU crossover classic  and with the FF, the Invaders and
the Liberty Legion, the Thing travels back in time to World War II to
battle the Third Reich! Collecting MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE (1974) #11-20
and ANNUAL #1, MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) #47 and FANTASTIC FOUR
ANNUAL #11.
Peter Porker, The Spectacular Spider-Ham - Tom Defalco 2019-06-26
Collects Marvel Tails #1 and Peter Porker, The Spectacular Spider-Ham
#1-17. Go whole hog with the Spectacular Spider-Hams animal antics!
What started as a porcine parody one-shot soon became a hilarious
ongoing series full of anthropomorphized adventurers! Peter Porker is a
photographer for J. Jonah Jackals Daily Beagle  but when danger
strikes, he fights crime alongside hirsute heroes such as Hulk Bunny,
Captain Americat and the Fantastic Fur! Can Spider-Ham triumph over
fearsome foes like Ducktor Doom, Bull-Frog, the King-Pig and the Beeyonder  while keeping the young Beagle Brigadiers out of trouble and
still managing to bring home the bacon? Plus: Thrr, Dog of Thunder stars
in Tails of Arfgard! Here comes Deerdevil, Mammal Without Fear!
Nick Furry, Agent of S.H.E.E.P.! Goose Rider! The invincible Iron Mouse!
Croak and Badger! The astonishing Ant-Ant! And more zoological puns!
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Marvel Masterworks - 2009-06-10
Experience the tales of Spider-Man from the very beginning, stories of
spectacular web-slinging adventure from Spidey's very start as he battles
Doctor Octopus, the Green Goblin, Kraven the Hunter, and more!
Marvel Masterworks - 2012-06-06
Filled from stem to stern with heroic Spidey battles against the likes of
the villainous Vulture, Mysterio and Medusa of the Inhumans, this one's
a nail-biter if there ever was. And here's the real treat: In 1968 mighty
Marvel set out to create a new magazine-sized comic offering-THE
SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN! Tying directly into the long-running
storylines in AMAZING, the new series exploded on the stands first with
a marvelous graywash masterpiece, and then followed up with a 58-page
Spider-Man/Green Goblin fight to the finish that you'll never forget!
COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 62-67, ANNUAL 5,
SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN (1968) 1-2
The Spectacular Spider-Man Omnibus Vol. 1 - Gerry Conway
2022-09-27
In honor of 60 years of Spider-Man, the web-slinger's second solo series
gets the Omnibus treatment! SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN not only
increased the opportunities for Spidey action, it provided a platform to
expand upon and explore the world of Peter Parker and his incomparable
cast -- J. Jonah Jameson, Mary Jane Watson, Flash Thompson and the
gang! Of course, there was no shortage of villains, including the Vulture,
the Lizard, Doc Ock and more! SPECTACULAR was also home to Frank
Miller's first Daredevil artwork, part of a sprawling saga featuring
Carrion, the mysterious rotting horror with hidden ties to Peter Parker's
past -- and a violent desire to punish him for the death of Gwen Stacy!
Painstakingly restored, this is an Omnibus for the ages! COLLECTING:
Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) 1-42, Spectacular Spider-Man Annual
(1979) 1, Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) 13, Fantastic Four (1961)
218
Spectacular Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 1 - Gerry Conway
2017-07-05
Collects Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #1-15. In 1976, Spidey notched
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his second solo series under the direction of Gerry Conway and Sal
Buscema. With his first live-action series on the horizon, the world
wanted to know just who this Peter Parker guy was. Spectacular not only
expanded opportunities for web-slinging wonder, but it also provided a
platform to expand upon and explore the world of Spidey's incomparable
cast - J. Jonah Jameson, Mary Jane Watson, Flash Thompson and more!
Of course, there was no shortage of villains - including the Vulture and
Morbius - or iconic guest stars, ranging from the White Tiger to the
Inhumans!
The Amazing Spider-Man Omnibus - - 2012-05-02
The Stan Lee/John Romita era starts here! Lee and Romita transformed
the web-slinger into Marvel's top title with stories that raised your
spirits, tore at your heartstrings and kept you on the edge of your seat.
From the revelation of the Green Goblin's secret identity to the
unforgettable entrance of Mary Jane Watson, these classics define Spidey
to this day - with star-studded debuts including the Kingpin, the Rhino
and Captain Stacy; Spidey's disastrous first tryout with the Avengers; the
iconic "Spider-Man No More!" issue; the true story of Peter Parker's
parents; and an epic battle against the Green Goblin! Collecting
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #39-67 and ANNUAL #3-5;
SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN MAGAZINE (1968) #1-2; and material
from NOT BRAND ECHH #2, #6 and #11.
Amazing Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 1 - Stan Lee 2009-02-18
When a young Peter Parker is given the fantastic powers of an arachnid,
he must also deal with the fantastic pressures of an everyday teenager.
Check out these stories of spectacular web-slinging adventure from
Spidey's very beginning, including the tragic origin that started it all, the
first appearances of the Daily Bugle, J. Jonah Jameson, Doctor Octopus,
the Sandman, the Vulture, Electro, and guest-star nods by the Fantastic
Four and Human Torch. Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #1-10.
Marvel Team-Up Masterworks Vol. 4 - Gerry Conway 2019-01-09
Collecting Marvel Team-Up (1972) #31-40, Giant-Size Spider-Man #4-5
And The Marvel Comics Calendar 1975. No one in the Marvel Universe
knows how to make friends and enemies and frenemies like the Amazing
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Spider-Man! And hes going to add to the ranks of all three, beginning
with an Iron Fist kung fu clash. Then, Nighthawk, Valkyrie and Doctor
Strange join in the battle against Jeremiah and his Church of Blood.
Never wanting to leave a corner of Marveldom unexplored, the monsters
are unleashed with Man-Wolf, Frankensteins Monster and the Beast.
Were even including Spideys Giant-Size adventures with (or is it
against?) the Punisher and the Man-Thing. Meanwhile, the Human Torch
takes MTUs headline spot in a battle of fire and brimstone and the Big
Man and Sons of the Tiger close out another Masterworks extravaganza!
Mighty Marvel Masterworks: the Amazing Spider-Man Vol. 3 - Stan
Lee 2022-07-05
The stories that built the Marvel Universe, from the brilliant minds of
legendary creators -- now available in an accessible new format the
whole family can enjoy! Thrill to more stories from the amazing creative
pairing of Stan Lee and Steve Ditko, as they continue crafting the
friendly neighborhood of the greatest super hero of all! Spider-Man feels
the savage sting of the Scorpion and the red-hot touch of the Molten Man
for the first time...faces unforgettable rematches against the Green
Goblin, the Vulture and Sandman...and, would you believe, comes to
blows with none other than J. Jonah Jameson! Plus, the wallcrawler is
caught between the Human Torch and the Beetle...and shares a mystical
adventure with Doctor Strange! And if you think Spidey has it tough, try
being Peter Parker!
Spectacular Spider-Man Vol. 5 - Marvel Comics 2016-11-10
Collects Spectacular Spider-Man (2003) #23-26. Spinning directly out of
the events of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: SINS PAST, Spider-Man and
Sarah, the daughter of Gwen Stacy and the web-slinger's greatest
enemy, embark on a journey of discovery - one that will take them
halfway around the world to Paris, and into the sights of a mysterious
new enemy!
The Amazing Spider-Man Omnibus Vol. 5 - Gerry Conway 2021-09-14
Marvel Masterworks: The Amazing Spider-Man - 2019-11-26
New York City has always been a defining element in Spider-Man's
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world, but it's going to drive him crazy-if it doesn't kill him fi rst. From an
NYC Marathon assassination plot to Peter Parker's paper-thin apartment
walls; from a merged Hydro-Man/Sandman menace to running into your
ex-girlfriend's new beau Biff Rifkin, the City That Never Sleeps just won't
give Spidey a break. And the hits keep coming when Peter Parker is
accused of causing a prison break and thrown in the slammer himself.
Also featuring Moon Knight, a team-up with Sub-Mariner against the
Frightful Four and the Aunt May solo "adventure" you demanded!
Topped off with an iconic Dennis O'Neil/Frank Miller Annual pitting
Spider-Man and the Punisher against Doc Ock! COLLECTING: AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN (1963) 213-223, ANNUAL (1964) 15
Marvel Masterworks: The Spectacluar Spider-Man - 2019-06-18
Peter Parker's second SPECTACULAR serving is even greater than the fi
rst! The Beetle kicks it off , then Peter heads west to cover the demise of
the Champions, leading to a battle between Spider-Man, Angel and
Iceman. The White Tiger enters for an extended guest role as the
Lightmaster, the Enforcers and the Scorpion turn up the tension. Then,
Moon Knight helps Spidey fight the Maggia, who retaliate in the form of
the Masked Marauder. It's a multipart epic pairing Spider-Man and
Daredevil and featuring Frank Miller's first DD artwork! It culminates in
the seven-part saga of Carrion, the mysterious rotting horror with hidden
ties to Peter Parker's past and a violent desire to punish him for the
death of Gwen Stacy. COLLECTING: THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN
(1976) 16-31
Spectacular Spider-Man Masterworks Vol. 4 - Roger Stern 2021-11-10
Collects Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #43-55, Annual (1979) #2.
Before he would set AMAZING SPIDER-MAN on the path to comics glory,
master storyteller Roger Stern did a spectacular job on Spidey's sister
title! Producing a run of the wall-crawler's most memorable tales, Stern
introduced a host of new and compelling characters - including the
gangster Belladonna and a new love interest for Aunt May, Nathan
Lubensky - and reinvigorated the Prowler and White Tiger. But don't
worry, Stern left room to spare for iconic enemies! The Vulture returns -
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and he's brought his evil nephew Malachi with him! And another veteran
of the Sinister Six, Mysterio, is up to no good, in league with a gang of
Spider-Man's oldest villains! This Masterworks volume also includes a
double-sized showdown with the man called Rapier!
Defenders Masterworks Vol. 2 - Marvel Comics 2016-06-23
Collects Defenders (1972) #7-16, Giant-Size Defenders #1 & Avengers
#115-118. The Dynamic Defenders, comicdom's most famous non-team,
launch into their second Marvel Masterworks collection with the
granddaddy of all mega-events-the Avengers/Defenders War! Thor vs.
Hulk! Silver Surfer vs. the Vision! Namor vs. Cap! It's a super hero battle
royale orchestrated by the mystic menace Dormammu and the
mischievous Loki. Concocted by Steve Englehart, the cross-title
adventure is collected in full and has never looked better! And that's just
the tip of the iceberg! This packed-to-the-gills collection also includes
Attuma's invasion of the surface world; Hawkeye's joining the ranks of
the Defenders; the all-time classic battle with the Squadron Sinister that
brought Nighthawk into the Defenders' fold; a team-up with Professor X
to stop Magneto and the his Ultimate Mutant; and at long last, the return
of the Black Knight! They're classics that redefined super teams forever,
one and all, so come join the revolution with the Marvel Masterworks!
Spider-Man - Gerry Conway 2016-05-25
Spider-Man's life takes a grave turn! He's about to encounter Tombstone
-the highest priced killer in the business -and the whispering hitman will
make a big noise in the life of the wall-crawler. Who is Tombstone? Why
is Joe Robertson of all people investigating him? What devastating action
will Tombstone take to put a stop to that? And how will it all end with Joe
on trial?! Whatever the answers, the albino assassin is about to get
Spider-Man's attention -and the Punisher's too! Meanwhile, Boomerang
makes his comeback, an Evolutionary War breaks out, Inferno rages and
the Hobgoblin goes demonic. COLLECTING: SPECTACULAR SPIDERMAN (1988) 137-150, MATERIAL FROM SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN
ANNUAL 8.
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